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Spelling Practiced

Combine each word and suffix and write the new word on the line.

1. impel � ed � 6. remit � ance �

2. vital � ly � 7. plain � ness �

3. recur � ing � 8. exhibit � ed �

4. chagrin � ed � 9. repel � ent �

5. infer � ence � 10. deter � ence �

Spelling in Contextd

In each sentence below, find the misspelled word and circle it. Then write its correct spelling on the line provided.

1. The store owner installed surveillance cameras as a deterence
to shoplifting.

2. What inferrence did the jury draw from the defendant’s testimony?

3. The sergeant impeled the troops to continue marching.

4. The telephone company insisted that her remitance was due immediately.

5. The director thought it was vitaly important to change the backdrop.

Name ���������������������������������������������������������� Date ��������������������������� Class �������������������

1. If the accent falls on the second syllable of a two-
syllable word, double the final consonant before
adding -ed, -ing, -ance, -ant, -ence, or -ent. This
pattern applies when the accent remains on the
second syllable of the word root after the suffix is
added, as in deterrence, impelled, recurring, repellent,
and remittance. There are a few exceptions to commit
to memory, including chagrined.

2. If the accent does not fall on the last syllable of the

word root, do not double the final consonant when
adding a suffix, as in exhibited.
If the accent shifts from the second syllable to the first
syllable after the suffix is added, do not double the
final consonant, as in inference.

3. When adding a suffix that begins with a consonant,
such as -ly or -ness, do not double the final consonant
of the word root, as in plainness and vitally.

Lesson 2: Doubling the Final Consonant

Word Bank

chagrined deterrence exhibited impelled inference
plainness recurring remittance repellent vitally

Key Concepts
When suffixes are added to most words that end in one consonant preceded by one vowel, the final consonant is doubled.
However, there are some words that retain a single consonant when a suffix is added. To determine whether to double the
final consonant, keep these patterns in mind. Then try to visualize these words as you study them.

impelled remittance

vitally plainness

recurring exhibited

chagrined repellent

inference deterrence

deterrence

inference

impelled

remittance

vitally
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Proofreading Practiced

Read the paragraph below. Find the five misspelled words and circle them. Then write the correct spelling for
each word on the lines below the paragraph.

Lorna’s recuring nightmare about the senior prom proved to be prophetic. Every detail about that
night was repelent. When she entered the gymnasium, she was struck first by the plainess of the deco-
rations. The beverages were room temperature, and the food was bland. Even the band exhibitted
none of the talent she had seen at the audition. Then when she was called to the podium to be
acknowledged as prom coordinator, she was chagrinned when no one applauded.

1. 4.

2. 5.

3.

Spelling Applicationd

Listed below are ten additional words that fit the patterns you have learned. Read each crossword puzzle
clue. Then determine which word matches the clue and write the word in the squares provided.

beginning committed equipped excelled gathering
incidentally permitted propeller reference totally

Across
2. mention, source of information
3. allowed
6. performed in a superior way
7. not intentionally
9. meeting, crowd

10. provided, prepared

Down
1. a device made of two or more blades

on a ship or aircraft
4. completely
5. starting
8. entrusted
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Name ���������������������������������������������������������� Date ��������������������������� Class �������������������

LESSON 2 continued

recurring exhibited

repellent chagrined

plainness




